Current HIFU challenges include amount of tissue that can be destroyed by a single exposure, the inability to treat through bone, difficulty in monitoring therapy in real-time, and difficulty in planning the strategy before therapy. Technological advances such as multi-transducer or array beam generator, instrumentation and image-based guidance of HIFU treatment promise to overcome many of these problems. However, there is limited work toward HIFU dosimetry and therapy planning. We present a systematic approach for developing pre-treatment planning and HIFU dose calculations for specific target location using simulations and imaging data. We also present initial techniques and tools towards HIFU treatment planning (targeted for open-skull brain tumor therapy) using patient-specific pre-therapy imaging (e.g., CT or MRI) similar to dosimetry and planning for radiation therapy. This work has potential to aid development of optimized high-precision HIFU dosimetry and patient-specific planning strategies for complex and sensitive applications such as in brain tumor HIFU therapy. If successful, it potentially could reduce the guess work on dosage parameters and thereby reducing the overall treatment duration and reduced exposure to non-target tissues. Abstract. Current HIFU challenges include amount of tissue that can be destroyed by a single exposure, the inability to treat through bone, difficulty in monitoring therapy in real-time, and difficulty in planning the strategy before therapy. Technological advances such as multitransducer or array beam generator, instrumentation and image-based guidance of HIFU treatment promise to overcome many of these problems. However, there is limited work toward HIFU dosimetry and therapy planning. We present a systematic approach for developing pretreatment planning and HIFU dose calculations for specific target location using simulations and imaging data. We also present initial techniques and tools towards HIFU treatment planning (targeted for open-skull brain tumor therapy) using patient-specific pre-therapy imaging (e.g., CT or MRI) similar to dosimetry and planning for radiation therapy. This work has potential to aid development of optimized high-precision HIFU dosimetry and patient-specific planning strategies for complex and sensitive applications such as in brain tumor HIFU therapy. If successful, it potentially could reduce the guess work on dosage parameters and thereby reducing the overall treatment duration and reduced exposure to non-target tissues.
HIFU Therapy Planning Using Pre-treatment
Imaging and Simulation 
INTRODUCTION
The HIFU application for destroying (by heat) complex targets such as brain tumors requires high precision and tools for dosimetry therapy planning, and real-time feedback of the intended and actual target locations. Pre-treatment planning is an important step for a successful outcome of HIFU therapy. Typically, the therapy planning approach involves: use of pre-treatment imaging data; segmentation -manual or semi-automated; development of 3D anatomy model or registration with a reference dataset; simulation of HIFU beam and thermal dosimetry around the target tissue; and display and review of the treatment plan. Recent developments in therapy planning using imaging are targeted for specific applications, e.g., for prostate cancer using 3D ultrasound images [1] .
Recent work on HIFU application for the brain tumor therapy mainly focuses on trans-skull approaches [2, 3] . We target an open-skull HIFU delivery for brain tumor, as an aid to surgical approach or as a less invasive therapy. In this paper, we present a systematic approach for developing pre-treatment planning and HIFU dose calculations for specific target location using simulations and imaging data. We also present initial techniques and tools for integration of ultrasound models, imaging and visualization towards HIFU treatment planning targeted for open-skull brain tumor therapy using patient-specific pre-therapy MRI imaging. Ultrasound imaging is routinely used in brain tumor surgeries (Fig. 1) . In this instance, after preclinical development, HIFU could be envisioned to treat the tumor cells remaining in the surgical bed (rather than the applied chemotherapy). The extension of HIFU to the routine use of intraoperative ultrasound appears to be feasible although the clinical benefit remains untested. 
METHODS
A complete therapy planning procedure consists of multiple steps. The first step is pre-treatment imaging (MRI, CT, or ultrasound). The imaging data is then processed for segmenting the target and surrounding anatomy (manual or semi-automatic or using co-registration with a reference dataset) to develop 3D anatomical models of target and overlaying tissues (voxel and surface models). This information is then used for ultrasound simulation of beam intensity distribution [4] and HIFU temperature profiles. Finally, integrated visualization of 3D anatomy, ultrasound beam simulation and HIFU delivery parameters (e.g., power, duty cycle, and path for multiple foci) provides an interactive strategy planning tool for studying the approaches of HIFU delivery. FIGURE 2 shows the overall approach and system architecture for the HIFU therapy planning tool. Each module surrounding the control center incorporates one or more individual tools and communicates to the control center. This approach allows implementation of any individual tool in any programming language that can be plugged in dynamically. We have developed initial tools using Matlab, OpenGL, and Visual Studio .Net programming environments on Windows platform. Figure 3 shows screen captures for the tools for segmentation and ultrasound simulation. The segmentation tool is implemented using Matlab to allow use of basic image processing tools and powerful matrix functions. The current functionalities include loading and viewing Dicom files and header information, and ROI tracing with four different approaches, contour adjusting, mask filtering, segmentation, and target parameters extraction. A tool for generating the 3D layered tissue model is developed for ultrasound simulation. Each layer of the model has its own thickness, mean velocity, and variation of velocity and allows a spherical target inside the tissue. Ultrasound model [4] is being integrated with this system to allow HIFU dose and temperature estimations for patient-specific target anatomy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For visualization, ray casting [5] is most commonly used in volume rendering but we used a 3D texture mapping technique for developing the visualization tool, and it makes the rendering real time which usually is impossible with ray casting. Additionally, advanced computer graphics techniques are also implemented in this tool to fully take advantages of modern video card's high speed and programmable capability. For example, pre-integrated volume rendering technique [6] improves the rendering quality without sacrificing the rendering performance. Using this visualization tool, the user can register and overlay the HIFU simulation results on top of the 3D medical images, and interactively change the parameters and see the results.
As with all software-implemented clinical techniques, the user-interface design is crucial to successful implementation of HIFU planning tools. Using Windows platform and Visual Studio .Net (C#) technologies, we developed an integrated environment which has very flexible and user friendly graphics user interface (Fig. 4) . Different panels/window can be freely rearranged according to the user's preference.
Multiple visualization windows can be opened simultaneously, and various windows (2D or 3D visualization windows) can be arranged side-by-side for better comparison. The integrated system also makes the communications among different tools smoother, user-friendly, and resource-efficient. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A systematic approach is developed towards HIFU therapy planning. Initial development of tools for the use of pre-treatment imaging, ultrasound models for inhomogeneous tissues, and visualization is presented. The further work includes: identify tissues surrounding and overlaying the tumor using a reference dataset (registration), minimizing manual segmentation; generate voxel and surface models for tumor and overlaying tissues; couple ultrasound intensity and HIFU temperature calculations around the focus (BHTE implementation); visualize ultrasound/temperature profiles on patient-specific models; and validate utility of therapy planning tools with HIFU experiments initially on simple layered tissue structures, later with more complex shapes, and finally with in vivo animal models. 
